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Hie Force is with us again!
See before and after photos
of the newly remastered
movie featured on page 12.

Comedian Gall^ber satisfies
appetites with a concoction
of food and ccxnedy. See
story, page 4.
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I Have A Dream.
"I say to you today, my friends, that in spite of
the difficulties and frustrations of the moment, I
still have a dream. It is a dream deeply rooted in
the American dream.
I have a dream that one day this nation will rise
up and live out the true meaning of its creed: "We
hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men are
created equal."
I have a dream that one day on the red hills of
Georgia the sons of former slaves and the sons of
former slaveowners will be able to sit down
together at a table of brotherhood.
I have a dream that one day even the state of
Mississippi, a desert state, sweltering with the heat
of injustice and oppression, will be transformed
into an oasis of freedom and Justice.
I have a dream that my four children will one
day live in a nation where they will not be judged
by the color of their skin but by the content of their
character.
Photo by FrancM William*

Reverend Johnny D. Harris, his wife, Bridgett Harris and the group'Hope and Help' (in photo above) presented the
annual "Dreaming on a Mountain Top" program at CSUSB to honor Dr. Martin Luther King. Stt StOfy
2,

I have a dream today." -Martin Luther King, Jr.
August 28,1963

CSUSB Celebrates MLK Day with Candlelight Vigil
By Camille CervantesGarcia
Chronicle Staff Writer

"Why can' I your love be as one?"
are words from a poem read by
Gregory Alexander, president of
CSUSB' s Charter of theBombrule
AssociaticMi, at a candle light vigil
held January 15 to honor the most
respected civil rights leader of our
time, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
ibe Bombrule Association, a
community based organization
whose goals are: to uplift the com
munity, to be a role model fen*
youth, and to provide a positive
avenue for its members. It spon
sored this beautiful tribute to a

man whose legacy and beliefs in bus stations and many otherplaces.
Because of his strong moi^ con
non-violence, unity and peace are
victions, hisbelief in peace and the
still remembered.
Bom on January 15,1929, Dr. measures he took to achieve peace.
King received a bachelor's degree Dr. King received the Nobel Peace
in sociology from Morehouse Col Prize in 1964. But in April 1968,
lege and iBia a docusate in phi cmly eight months after delivoing
losophy from Boston University. his most powoful "I have adream"
After studying Mahatma Ghandi's speech. King's life was cut short
teachings of non-violence and by an assassin's bullet
However, Dr. King said early in
"holding to the truth," King de
voted his life to the poor, disadvan the fight for freedom: "If I am
taged and racially oppressed people stopped, this movement will not
in the U.S. Boycotts, sit-ins, voter stop. If I am stopped our work will
registratioi drives and numerous not stop. For what we are doing is
marches all brought attention to right What we are doing is just."
On the rainy evening of CSUSB's
the segregated and unequal treat
ment of Black Americans in res tribute, those attending still em
taurants, hotels, theaters, schools. braced the legacy left by Dr. King.

That night, the singing of the
American and Black National An
thems followed the presentation of
the Colors by CSUSB's ROTC
Color Guard.
Alexander's poetic reading set
the mood for the evening's guest
speaker, Rev. Steven Johnson, fircan
San Bernardino's Carter Memo
rial Church and the First African
Episcopal Church of L.A. Hechallenged us all to, "do as the seed
before us," and "not give up, not
quit; rather, we must survive and
hold on to that which sustains us."
The evening ended with a
candlelight vigil in the Quad, as
Alexander used his candle to light
his neighbor's, urging us to be

lieve that it only takes one person
to pass (HI the fire of harmony and
love.
Standing in a half circle outside
in the cold and rain, we listened to
King's famous words. "1 have a
dream that my four little children
will oneday live in a nation where
they will not be judgedby the color
of their skin, but by the content of
their character..."
I was honwed to be included in
this group. The candles we held
before us and their small flames
did indeed seem to provide a hope
ful outlook for the future. And
once again the words, "Why can't
your love be as one?" rang in my
ears.
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LSAC Offers Insight for Latinos
in Advancing Their Education
By Marcelo Cabral

In the L.A. County area, for ex
ample, 64 percent of K-12 enroll
ment is of Latino descent. It is
'The Latino Scholastic Achieve calculated that only five percent of
ment Corporation (LSAC) has the county's graduating seniors
(pened the door for me to meet apply for college. Given the cur
with some of the best and most rent college dropout statistics, only
powerful Latinos in the entertain four out of every 100 Latino col
ment and educational industry," lege students receive their bacca
said David Enriquez, a CSUSB laureate degrees. In any given
student.
year, approximately 12 Latino
In attending a conference held graduate students are awarded doc
by the LSAC (xganization at the torate degrees nationally. This fig
ABC news studio in Hollywood, ure refers to IhJ>.s in all areas of
the strong commitment and sup study.
port the organization has exerted
Among the many programs of
in trying to increase the participa fered by LSAC is tte Advanced
tion of Latinos in highereducation College Achievement Educational
and entertainment was overwhelm Program. This program provides
seminars to teach effective time
ingly apparent
The Latino Scholastic Achieve management to 120 Latino col
ment Corporation, which was lege students from Southern Cali
founded in 1992, seeks to reverse fornia schools. There is also a
the long-standing conditicHi of hav smes of bilingual seminars for
ing up to 96 percent of Latino Latino parents thatdiscusses strat
college students leave school with egies for financing a college edu
out obtaining their four-year de cation, the admission process and
grees. On average, only two per motivating the students.
cent of all students atteiiding com
LSAC also offers publications
as
its
quarterly
munity college proceed to a four- such
newsletter,"LSAC
College
year college.
Chronicle Staff Writer

The Chronicle has changed Its
page order this issue. It will re
main in this fashion hereafter.
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Achievement Newsletter," which
has a ciurent circulation of 1500.
"The Latino Scholastic Achieve
ment Corporation has had a posi
tive influence in preparing Latino
students for the challenges in pur
suing a college education," said
Lcxraine Aguilera, CSUSB student
and scholar with the program.
"LSAC has (^ned doors to
meeting people who sit in posi
tions of power in our educational,
entertainment and government in
stitutions. It has created an aware
ness as to the many c^portunities
we have as Latinos while in col
lege. Also, the networiung skills
have been most rewarding."
LSAC requires that scholars at
tend all of the scheduled confer
ences. Members meet on week
ends and devote hours to volunteer
programs set up by the LSAC
board. Because of the time re
quirements, many students don't
finish the program. LSAC is a
great benefit fix students who are
willing to stick with it.' It gives
them an opportunity to develop
their skills and become successful
in their college endeavors.

In celebration of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.' sbirthday on Janu
ary 15, Rev. Johnny D. Harris and
the group "Hope and Help" pre
sented their annual 'T)reaming on
a Mountaintop" program at
CSUSB to aid us in honoring Dr.
King's contributions to our coun
try
"Hope and Help," a missiCHiary
program fcx the children of the
Good News Missionary B2q>tist
CTiurcb of Riverside, sang songs
from the civil rights movement,
including "We Shall Overcome."
Rev. Harris recitedDr. King's wellknown "1 have a dream" speech.

The feeling of harmcmy and hope
preached by the program spread
throughout the audience. As the
children sang for hq)e of a better
life, faces of people in theaudience
were filled with joy and love de
spite the rainy weather of the day.
An attender of the event was heard
to say, "If Dr. King could see this
he would be very proud of whathis
life has meant to people of all col
ors."
Rev. Harris heads the GoodNews
Missionary (Zhurch with his wife,
Bridget Harris. Mrs. Harris is an
altnnna of Cal State San Bernar
dino.
This jxogram was sponsored by
the Multicultural Outer as a trilv
ute to Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
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Faculty Frolic: Fun For Funds
By Elizabeth Folden
Chronicle Sfaff Writer

The annual Faculty Frolic, a
variety show featuring CSUSB
faculty, was held Friday, January
24, in the Creative Arts Building
as a fundraiser for the Amadeus
Club of Music to raise mtxiey for a
music scholarship and choral group
tour expenses.
The show opened with two hu
morous scmgs: *T)on't Put Your
DaughterOn The Stage,"and "Nina
from Argentina."
Peekaboo Poetry featured Moon
shine, and his Mppie entourage
narrated a riveting verseof "Fawns
(mLawre." Aamvolutedjobdescriptitxi elicited peels of laughter
throughout their recitation.

The comedy was engaging, and
the Karaoke King evoked an en
thusiastic audience appreciation
and participation. While he
crooned "It's So Easy To Fall In
Love" by Buddy Holly, a group of
fans spontaneously joined in and
sang tire echoing ch<xus for him.
For his next selection, he tossed off
his dark shades and proceeded to
sing avery warm rendition of "Un
chained Melody" by the Righteous
Brothers.
Hie pianist, with her metronome
andexaggeratedantics, wasacomical delight. Her musical talent and
humorous conjectures provided
abundant chuckles throughout the
variety hour.
The show ended with a hilari
ously whimsical finale, featuring
the music of Handel'sMessiah with

the lyrics, 'The Glory of Cal State"
and "Unto To Us A Book Is Given,
Tenured Prof., Department Chair,
I have a job... forev^ and ever..
King of school...forever and
ever..."
As promised, the Faculty Frolic
delivered ctxnedy, laughter, and
song. The program's suggestiveness was directed at an audience
long familiar with the performers
and the subjectmatter, an audience
that came fxrepared for s^irical fare.
However, the program as a whole
was and very entertaining.
The event's informality pre
cluded a pamphlet to identify the
individuals of this wonderfully cre
ative cast The event's puipose is
to fund the arts, and what better
way to see other facets of your
professors?

Coyote Bookstore On The Mend?
By Katherlne Garcia
Chronicle Staff Writer

Tired of long lines? Can't get
any help? Book prices too high?
Your course textbodc isn't in yet?
Then you have probably just come
from theCoyote Bookstore. Many
smdents have run into these prob
lems lately.
Book Department Manager
Marisha Teagardin said these prd>lems will soon become a faint
memory. Teagardin was hired this
quarter to address the many prob
lems with the campus bookstore.
As a former employee of book
store giant Barnes and Noble,
Teagardin is familiar with all as
pects of the book industry. "There
are many problems with the book
store. 1 hope to work with both
faculty and students tosolve many
of the Coyote Bookstore's probH
lems," said Teagardin.
The Coyote Bookstore is anonprofitorganizaticm. Additional rev
enue is cycled back into the
school's fund for various school
activities. The purpose of thebook
store is to ]xt)vide required text
books to students. "Although it
may notseem like it, the bookstore
is here for the students," said
Teagardin.

In order to begin to solve the
problems, it is important to know
how the bookstore works.
'Textbook prices are so high. I
don't see a justification to charge
such high prices forrequired mate
rial," said Communication Studies
m^or Celeste Watson. According
to Teagardin, publishers determine
the price of a textbook. Unlike a
book purchased at a commercial
bookstore, the suggested retail
{Mice is not printed on the cover of
a textbook. The pice is generally
not set, but is determined by the
publisho'basedon how many titles
are purchased and the number of
students. The more titles purchased
at one time, the greater the dis
count from the publisher.
How is it possible for off cam
pus bookstores can offer the same
textbooks at lower prices?
Teagardin says is illegal for a
bookstwe to charge more than the
manufacturers' suggested retail
pice
to sell a book below the
price paid by the bookstore. "Our
competitors in the area often undercutprices and sell abook below
cost. The practice is illegal and
although the students benefit, they
may end up paying the price in the
form of higher used book prices,"
she advised.

Availability of textbooks has
been a problem for many students
this quarter. Teagardin attributes
this to faculty who submit book
(xders late. The late orders cause
smaller shipments of books.
Smaller shipments cause the ship
ping and handling prices to in
crease, as well as the cost per book.
Generally the prices fcM* shipping
and handling are not passed on to
the students; however, if the bodes
had been ordered along with other
titles, thepublisher often will drop
pices for bulk orders.
"The most frustrating thing is
the long lines. There weren't even
signs to tell which lines accepted
cash only and which one accepted
credit cards," remarked Watson.
Acceding toTeagardin, this issue
is number 1 amcxig students. "Un
fortunately, extra student workers
are brought in to help sell. We
basically throw them in with very
little training. I hope tochange this
pactice fcx* the coming quarters to
pevent such long lines."
The lack of used books for some
classes is also a problem for many
students. I know can't afford new
bodes for every class. Departments
such as English, Business,
liease see Bookstore, page 4.„

Photo by Frances Williams

Walter Mosley Visits Campus
By Chronicle Staff

Walter Mosley, creator of De
tective Easy Rawlins and his trig
ger h^py friend Mouse, two Afri
can-American characters who
make their way out of a segregated
South to a 1950s version of south
central Los Angeles, read a chap
ter of hisnew book"Gone Fishin'"
on Sunday, January 18, at the Re
cital Hall.
Mosley told a r^t audience of
ISO students, professors and com
munity members that he had a pas
sion for writing.
"The reading was wonderful, be
was socharming and witty," said J.
Milton Clark, associate professor
in English, who helped organize
the event. "He's still very excited
about his writing and about doing
events like this. When he was read
ing, he very much broughtthe char

acters Easy Rawlins and Mouse to
life."
Clark and the English Club
hosted Mosley's visit to the cam
pus along with Joann Roberts, coowner of The Phenix Information
Center, a local bookstore in down
town San Bernardino.
Mosley' first success came in
1990 with the release of "Devil in
A Blue Dress," which became a
film starring Denzel Washington.
For his new book be engaged an
African-American-owned pess in
Baltimore, the BlackClassic Press,
saidEnglish faculty member Carol
Haviland. "He suggested that if
people are willing to look beyond
the obvious or usual way of doing
things, everyone gains."
Dr. Clark expects to collaborate
again with Roberts on bringing
African-American writers to cam
pus. Roberts' business. The Phenix
Bookstore, is located 379 No. E St.
For information, call 383-2329.
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Enjoyable Evening Despite
Carnival Cancellation
By Mary Ellen Abllez
Chronicle Staff Writer
Pi Kappa Alpha was unable to
bold its carnival event last week
due to unforseen circumstances.
Instead, the evening turned into a
student social, complete with food,
refreshments, and discussions
about the future.
"The gyro-scc^ didn't arrive
as expected, " said Mike Pound,
Rush Chair. It was a cloud with a
silv^ lining, however, because the
firatemity envisions an even better
carnival night during Spring Quar
ter. "Traditionally, our events are
for rushees, but we could open our
Spring Canuval to the entire cam
pus," stated PKA fraternity jw^sident Shad StiUcey.
College fraternities often suffer
from the stigma given to them by
the film industry, and it translates
into lack of interest by serious stu
dents. It has been a long time since
the Pikes have been charted as a
fraternity on this campus, and
Stilkey and his officers have high
hopes fwbringing in students with
integrity and values. The frater
nity hq^ toreestablish th^selves

as a strong and altruistic organizaticm within the constraints of a
commuter campus.
"1 was look^g to gain experi
ence in leadershipskills, but I found
more than that," said new pledge
Damian Sepulveda. "I found
friendship and fellowship, without
pressure of any kind."
When asked about the possibil
ity of afraternity bouse at CSUSB,
Stilkey replied that "There are
many [reasons] why we don'thave
a house. Money to build it would
not be a problem, however, we
could build it tomorrow if we
could."
In the meantime, they seek stu
dents who can commit regardless
of whether they live on or off camIMis. Their brochure asks fOT stu
dents who have an interest in
"scholarship, leadership, athletic
competition and friendship," to
name a few. "We want to leave a
legacy by forming an all-new fra
ternity on campus," added Esvin
Galeano, vice president.
If interested, look for the rush
tables during the first two weeks in
February, students su large should
watch for banners and fly^ with a
carnival theme.

Pi Kappa Alpha,
Boolah, Boolah

Look for the
crobats

By Chad Boone

PKA, for an eye wimess account of
the high winds here on campus.
Talking with Chriss, he mendcmed
P-K-A is number one! PKA and I found myself fasci
Gooooo Pikes! Boolah, Boolah! nated by the endurance of the fra
No, you might not be familiar with ternity over the years.
this chant or even the fraternity it
A little skeptical frxxn previous
cxiginates from. PKA Fraternity is fraternal experiences, I took up an
a newcomer to the CSUSB Greek invitation and joined these gentle
system, and should be recognized man for a few nights out. Not sur
with colonystatus on campus when prisingly, 1 found a diverse group
the Inter-Fratemal Council con of individuals who each brought
venes later in the winter quarter.
uniquetKSS and dedication to PKA.
F(* almost two years, Pi K^pa If 1 never knew what brotherhood
Alpha has been rooting itself at was, I now know the meaning. So
CSUSB, gaining members and it wasn't long before 1 decided to
forming a strong brotherhood that rush and eventually became initi
has served as the foundadon nec ated into PKA.
For me it waseasy, but it's been
essary for building and becoming
a thriving fraternity. Because quite a challenge for the PKA's, to
CSUSB is a commuter campus say the least
However, as the fratonity is
and Greek housing is not readily
available to on-campus fratemi- nearly exceeding the quota neces
des and sonxides, this has pre sary for them to become a colony
sented PKA some moderate diffi and eventually be chartered, PKA
is looking forward to producing an
culty in becoming chartered.
Mcxe than month ago, before 1 elite brotherhood having all the
became intrigued by PKA's pre expectations, obligations, and ben
dicament, 1 coincidentally inter efits that this international frater
viewed Ira Chriss, a member of nity presents its membCTS.
Chronicle Staff Writer

Gallagher Is a Smashing Success at CSUSB
By Chad Boone
Chronicle Staff Writer
Gallagher's tour c^ned nadonwide January 24 with the
comedian's fu*st stop at Coussoulis
Arena. A packed house sat, stood,
and looked on in andcipadon of his
wacky and zany majesty, who ar
rived with all the star-power and
fanfare, which kicked off a night of
non-stc^ laughter and sdcky pan
demonium.
If by mere chance you weren't
touched by flying castor oil, chunks
of tofu, followed by watermelon
projectiles and sticky pancake
syrup, then you were most likely
one of the 2,400 fans who could
barely withstand the rip-roaringly
fiinny ctxnedy andcs of this sea
soned ccxnedian.
Gallagher's backdrqi consisted
of a plethora of his oddball prc^s
and food exhibits. These included
an tqiple computer (comprised of
apples), a Bat Mobile, and
everyone's favcnite, "The Better

Mousetrap," consisting of stairs
leading to an awaidng razor blade
below.
Gallagher himself was nothing
shcHt of his sensadonal trademark
spatter techniques, and be also took
great pleasure in touching on all
the "absurdides in life that we take
for granted." This master of splat
wasn't just about flying bits of
food. No, anyone who has seen his
past work and attended his shows,
understand that Gallagher is deftnitely food for thought.
Touching on Gen^don X's un
speakable sagging pants-fashion
no-no's, clueless w(unen's maga
zines, he portrayed how men and
wonen were ccHifigured into ex
istence, and had audience mem
bers pracdcally tearing with hys
teric^ joy.
The stow wasn't nasty by any
means, but bis ma^^jal is suited
fcv adults, with "tell it like it is,"
"what you see is what you get,"
and "it's my show and I can say
whatevCT the hell I want to say,"

themes.
Fans flocked to get their pro
grams and other par^hemalia
signed at autograph-signing
pardes before and after the
show. For everyone who
waited patiently in line,
Gallagher made sure all re
ceived autographs and ptotogr^hs.
Bookstore...conL from |^. 3
and Theater specifically request
that no used books be sold, new
editions only. Their preference
for new books is to challenge
students to think for themselves
without the help of highlighted
text or answers written in by
previous owners. "Unfortu
nately, the inability to sell used
books for certain courses
doesn't allow us to offer com
petitive prices.With newhooks,
the price is iK>n-negotiable,"
said Teagardin.

Coming to CSUSB
Coussolls Arena
Appearing one night onlyMonday, February 24 at
CSUSB's
Coussoulis
Arena. For tickets call (909)
880-7360.

Need A
Break?
Join Us For...

rWednesday—, |—^Thursday—i
* $1.50

Corona Beer

* $1.50 U-Call-lt
Cocktails

Fun Body ContestI* $,.2S 16 02. Domestic
BIG Cash Prizes!!!!
Draft Beer

Jl/0 COVER WITH STUOENT LO.
SPECIALS 8 UNTIL MIONICHT
/Onbby
^

A*

Hospitality Lane
1905 S. Coininercenter E.
San Bernardino • (909) 884-7233

21 & over
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The Native Americans (above) in ceremonial attire are one of the many images photographed by award winning photographer Frances Williams.

Artist Draws Audience 'Into* Her Photographs
Executive EcStor

cans had unbridled freedom in
America. The captivating photo
graph (above) is by Frances Will

Sagebrush whips in the wind,
the barren prairie seems to
into the snow-covaedmounin the distance. A group of
Native Americans stand solemnly
Lgainst the IxMizon, clad beauti

iams, an award-winning i^otographer who has the ability todraw an
audience 'into' her wtxk, causing
them toexperience die personality
of die people and places she por
trays.

By Jason Armstrong

fully in traditional clothing.
The scene is reminiscrat of die
bygone era when Native Ameri

graphs. "As aNative American, I
am able to assist other Native per
sons by c^turing their imagesand
informing journalisticaudiences,"
she said.
An art major at CSUSB with a
concentration in photography, she
has w(Ni sevml awards, including

A long-time Chronicle photogr^tbo*, Williams focuses largely

Who's Who Among College Stu
dents, 1989,1990,1991,and 1992;
community service awards,1st and

on Native Americans in her photo

2Dd place in the 'Images' Photog

raphy Art Show, 1992; and Pho
tographer of the Year of the Or
ange County Register,1993-1995.
She is also a member of the Na
tional Press Photographers Asso
ciation. Williams' woric was re
cently displayed at the Native Im
ages Photography Show at U.C.R.
on January 13,14 and 15. She has

Entry Center in November.
"I want to create a record of the
activities and culture of my peqile,
for all people to see and learn by,"
said Williams. "I want to help
keep Native American culture
alive, and to provide a small part of
the record so that schools from

displayed her work at CSUSB
shows as well, most lecendy in the

kindergartens to colleges and uni
versities can teach the other cul
tures of the wOTld just whatNative

Women's Resource and Adult Re-

Americans are all about."
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Should Ebonics Be
Recognized as a
Second Language?
I

WLBT-TV's Story Offers Insight
into Past and Present
By Nanlce Ahmed
Special to the Chronicle

By LaKeisha Gilford
Chronicle Staff Writer

The Oakland School Board re
cently decided to recognize
Ebonicsasasecondlanguage. The
term "Ebonics" stems from the
words "ebony" and "phaiics."
This decision hascaused a great

deal of controversy throughoutthe
country.
The Roving Reporter recently
a^ed students, "Do you agree with
the decision made by the Oakland
School Board to recognize Ebonics
as a sectmd language?*'
The following are their re
sponses:

Sabrina Jackson
Freshman, Psychology

Monika Morrissette
Senior, Social Work

"No, I think that it is just an
opportunity toperpetuate negative
stereotypes. 1 think this decision
will set race relations back."

"No, I think this will disable
students rather than help them. I
think it is very oppressive."

Kara Mumford
Sophmore, Marketing
"No, I think that this is taking a
stepback. TbeteachingofEbonics
separ^esa specific group of people
from everyone dse."

Is there a topic you d
like to see the Rov
ing Reportercover?
Topics can include
controversies and
issues on and off
campus. Please
come
by
the
Chronicle office in
UH 37, or call us at
880-5000, extension
3940.

"It is not my intention to inter
pret the oral histories and writings
of black Mississippians fM" them,
but instead to look for ways they
might offer connections with, and
insights for, m^e progressive race
relations today," Dr. Steven
Classen writes in the first chapter
of his prize-winning dissertation
on the 25-year-long case in which
an African-American community
WOT ownership of WLBT-TV in
Mississippi when the broadcast
reform movement was emerging.
Dr. Classen says he doesn't view
history as merely {Hitting down
facts; rather he feels that history is
"talking" about the present. By
this he means that what has hap
pened in thepast has and will influ
ence our{iresent and vice versa.
The 1960's were about change
and the imi}ortant need for change
in theway televisiond^icted facts
during this era. WLBTs owner
Fred Beard exclude programming
that included racial integration
when it was crucial to white and
African-American communities to
bear both sides of the issue.

Dr. Classen went to live in Jack
son, Mississii>pi during the sum
mers of 1992 and 1993 to recon
struct a grass-roots history of the
events and actiOTS that took place
during thetn'oadcastrefram move
ment. He found that the struggle
for change at WLBT-TV was just
one example of what was going on
during the civil rights movement.
The chronology of the case is
long and complicated; however,
with the combination of the Office
of Communication, Hie United
Church of Christ, the local Afri
can-American community, the
NAACP and oth^ African Ameri
can communities who were con
cerned with broadcast refcmn, the
struggle was successful. All of
these groups wanted more educa
tional jHOgramsthan entertainment
programs and more depictions of
African-Americans on television.
In Dr. Classen's research, some
sources told stories that showed
that the Federal COTtimunications
Commission files conflicted with
the oral accounts of the commu
nity. WLBT-TV was owned by
Lamar Life Broadcasting Com
pany, a com{)any which was affili
ated with the Lamar Life Insur

ance Com])any. The life insurance
comfiany had many ties to power
ful white business men and{loliticians who quietly had a large say in
the station's {irogramming.
The NAACP in Washington
began its involvement with
WLBT's programming {practices
after the Jackson NAACP office
bxiught the issueof imfair station
programming to its attention. In
res]X}nse, the Washington NAACP
a^ed the FCC to investigate. This
led to aniunberofhistory-making
events that are too complex and
detailed for this small article. Suf
fice it to say that these events have
changed the way society sees the
medium of television.
The upshot is that through a
series of investigations, court rul
ings, licensing restrictions and nu
merous changes in ownership, the
African-American community of
Jackson finally won what they had
fought for ovCT 35 years: 95 {lercent ownership of WLBT-TV.
Last year Dr. Classen received
two awards for best doctoral dis
sertation from the Broadcast Edu
cators Association and the Interna
tional Communication Associa
tion.

K s V m P e r f o r m a n c e m Counts!
At Enterprise Rent-A-Car, performance and promotion go handin-hand. With skill and determination, you can go as far and as
fast as your potential will take you.

Hani
SMiai
Branch
Manager.
Margi has
received three
promoliotu in
the two years
she has been
with the
company.

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES

With over 99% of our executives starting as Management
Trainees, you'll have the opportunity to see quick results from
your hard work and commitment. Work Hard. Innovate,
Succeed... with Enterprise-Rent-A-Car. Interested individuals
should send/fax resume to the following: Enterprise Rent-A-Car;
Attn; Jamie Catchpole; 5462 Holt Blvd.; Montclaii; CA 91763.
Fax: (909) 482-4810. For more information, call Jamie
Catchpole at (909) 482-4800 or visit our website: www.erac.com
Equal Opportunity Emj^yeL

XCfilllNR
From the start
ol his career
with Enterprise,
Kevin began
smrking his
umyuplhe
corporate
ladder. Today
heisa
Corporalt

Re^l

Manager.
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Down
Clues

By Heather Deogracia, Chronicle illustrator

1. They put enough of this in
public pools (abbreviation)

3. Gimme
(abbreviaton)

2. Diity clothes and no deodor
ant

4. Hammer, wrench and shovel

3.

6.

4. It's in your mouth

10. Tick-Tock

6. Elementary school computer

13. Take this to the snow

7. Melrose

25. Fake singer

8. Held up Ten Commandments

30. Green vegee

9. Cow Muscle

31. TLC-"Ain'tToo Proud To "

10. A person who takes all your
money

32. (Quarterback's main job

11. Killer_ Sunglasses

33. Bill (jates made millions of
them (abbreviation)

12. Acne Medication

34. You don't really own the car

13. Big diing in the sky

35. Itty-Bitty

14. You were bleethng yester
day

36. Day to relax

15. Opposite of night

37. University educated (abbre
viation)

16. Help! (Abbreviation)

19. Oveipopulated city (abbre
viation)
20. Fadier, or your dad
21. Group like Marilyn Manson
(abbreviaton)
22. It's not open
23. Curse
24. Slang for unsmart
25. Get _ life. It pays.
26. Far from the truth
27. He was grouchy when we
were kids
28. Tliis is what you do to your
brain for finals
29. Airplane out of gas
30. Do this after you get really
sunburned

Bundy

7. A polite word

5. L.A. Jazz House of

18. The other side of the Westem Hemisphere

lovin'

5. A unabombCT gift

Hanks

17. Cool wonl used in the 80's

some

38. Yummy gritty ftuit

Answers To Previous
Puzzle
miti

fUESRIS
ii
rarsirs! laisEiiigiiioiiDBO
51
51133
rars]

39. Farmers hear it daily
40. Small insect
41. Simple
42. Long time ago (abbreviation)
43. Language of love
44. Mwe than one way out
45. It's ready for business
46. Ninten^ dude
47. Golf ball holder in the grass
48. (3oing places
49. President's fuzzy friend
50. Invasicm from
51. Tennis- U.S.

Paw Prints
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Commuter Services
Holds Drawing EmpZTrlnt

January 29,1997

Riverside Hospice
Seeks Volunteers
By Lois Beckflian

By Deidre Sehz
Special to the Chronicle

Eacb quarter, CSUSB Commuter
Services holds a drawing for stu
dents who travel to campus via an
alternative mode of transportation.
Winners of last quarter's drawing
were: Glen Givens (Carpooling),
$10 Wherehouse gift certificate;
Shuping Wang (Walking), $6
AMC theater tickets; Todd Davis
(Biking), 2 tire puncture repair kits;
MarissaTelles (Mass Transit): full
fare bus pass for one month.

In order to qualify for the draw
ing, students must use an alterna
tive mode of transportation, and
must complete a form each quar
ter. In addition, carpool decalsare
issued quarterly to interested stu
dents who arrive on campus with
two or more in their vehicle. The
decal is free toeach carpool group,
but a valid CSUSB decal must also
be displayed.
Carpool decal ai^licatioos and
forms f(x^ the quarterly drawing
can be picked up in UH 130. Fw
more information call 880-7433.

Everyone is welcome to attend a Special to the Chronicle
Women's Evening of Empower
ment on January 30, at 7 p.m., in
The Riverside Hospice is seek
Serrano Village.
ing individuals to join a caring
The night will be dedicated to dis community of hospice volunteers
cussing women's issues, fears, de that provides support services for
lights, struggles, and strengths. In the terminally ill and their fami
addition to the discussion, the event lies in the San Bernardino area.
will include poetry readings and an
Hospice volunteers assist pa
open microphone.
tients and families by relieving
Bring yourself, your favorite poem, caregivers for a few hours each
song, or oral exjrcssion. For more week, providing companionship,
information, or to confum your at and assisting with transportation
tendance, contact Cynthia Olivo at and light household tasks. The
880-5964, or Lisa Rollins at 882- hospice has a special need for
1148.
bilingual volunteers (Spanish/En
glish & Viemamese/^glish).
The Riverside Hospice is a

Student Needs Assessment Conducted
The Women's Resource and
Adult Re-entry Center is in the
process of performing a unique
needs assessment* a fact-finding
mission designed to create a better
understanding of students cm campHis.
This research project is being
supervised by Dr. Little in the de
partment of sociology and is being
conductedprimarily by student vol
unteers under the direction of

CSUSB senior Kathleen M.
Collins.
It is believed that better under
standing of students will help the
university generate policy that can
more completely serve the student
body.
'The {iroject will continue until
June and is currently recruiting
volunteers.
As part of the project, Collins
will be conducting focus groups at

the center each Tuesday morning at
9 a.m. Students who are 25 years or
older and have had a gap of a year or
more in their education are warmly
invited to attend one or more ses
sions.
For more information regarding
the project, the focus group or to
volunteer, please contact Collins at
(619) 369-J336 or leave a message
for her at the Women's Resource
and Adult Re-entry Center.

Abstract Paintings To Go On
Exhibit at Fullerton Art Museum
Artist RolaiKl Reiss's abstract
paintings, showcased in theUnited
Spates and abroad, go on exhibit
February 6at CSUSB's Robert V.
Fullcnon Art Museum.
Art critic David Pagel has de
scribed Reiss's work as visionary,
saying that Reiss is always striv
ing to see more.
"Greater than the sum of its
parts," says Pagel, "His works
seamlessly fuse the rapid-fuc an
tics of Satuiday-moming cartoons
and the efficient, abbreviated

graphics of Sunday comics with
the formality and restraint of Mod
ernist abstraction."
Reiss's work has been shown at
the Whitney Museum of American
Art and at Documenta in Kassel,
German. Museums in Brazil,
Mexico, J^an and Taiwan are just
a few of the places he has exhib
ited.
He has also received four Na
tional Endowment for the Arts
grants and captured more than 40
awards and prizes. Abstracts have

been Reiss's focus since 1992.
An opening reception for Reiss
will be held Feb. 6. On Feb. 20 he
will discuss his paintings at 7:30
p.m. in the Visual Art Center's
Seymour and Mignon Schweitzer
Auditorium, Room 101.
His wcH-k is on display through
March 30 and the exhibit is free.
Gallery hours for the exhibit are
Mcmday-Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
and Saturday and Sunday, noon to 4
p.m. For more information, call
880-7373.

non-profit agency which works
with the Visiting Nurse Associa
tion of Pomona-San Bernardino to
IsDvide volunteer support for hos
pice patients in the San Bernardino
area.
Volunteer training and place
ment is coordinated by Riverside
Hospice, which will beconducting
a 20- hour training.
The training will begin with an
orientation meeting on Friday,
January 31, from9 a.m. to 12 noon
at the Riverside Hospice office,
6235 River Crest Ehive, Suite C.
To register or for additional in
formation, please call the Volun
teer Coordinator for the Riverside
Hospice at (909) 656-1600.

Direct Deposit
Benefits Campus
Employees
By David DeMauro
Special to the Chronicle

The State Controller's Office
recently expanded participation
in the Direct Deposit Program to
all campus employees regardless
of appointment tenure. This
change will allow hourly staff
and student employees to sign up
for direct deposit andavoid wait-

ing in line at their banks.
Employees who would like to
eiuoU for direct deposit may pick
up an application form in the Pay
roll Office. A voided check must
be included aiKl an plicationmust
be completed to ensure that a
COTrect b^k routing numbCT is used
by the State Controller's Office.
For additional information,
please contact the Payroll Office at
880-5159.

The Learning Center
Offers Study Help
The Learning Center in Uni
versity Hall, room 351, offCTS
many free services to students.
Among the many slices of
fered are group tutoring for many
undergraduate coursesas well as
tutCHing and workshops to im
prove study skills. "Die center
will even help you to form study

groups for specific classes, mtyors
or professions.
The center offers training on
IBM and Macintosh computers as
well as computer labs open m stu
dents. There also are Conputer
Assisted Instruction programs.
For more information call 5038
or stop by the Learning Coiter.

JANUARY 2 9 THROUGH FEBRUARY 1 2
MEN'S VOUEYBALL
V. WILFRED LAURIER
7 P.M.

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL

BASEBALL
V. AZUSA PACIFIC
3 P.M.

BASEBALL
V. CSU STANISLAUS
1 1 A.M.

SOFTBALL
V. CHAFFEY COLLEGE
3 P.M.

SOFTBALL
V. CAL STATE, CHICO
12 P.M. / 2 P.M.

LOAN COUNSEUNG WORKSHOP
6 P.M. - 7 P.M.
EVENTS CENTER B & C

"LADY BEWARE" CLASS
4 P.M.
LOWER COMMONS

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL MEETING
8 P . M . - 9 : 3 0 P.M.
STUDENT UNION SENATE CHAMBERS

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
V. CAL POLY, POMONA
7 : 3 0 P.M.

)NRIME CULTURAL LECTURE SERIES
I
12 P.M.-2 P.M.
EVENTS CENTER C

I
I

30
ACLP LUNCHEON
10 A.M. - 1:30 P.M.
EVENTS CENTER A

\
WOMEN'S TENNIS
V. SOUTHERN CAL COLLEGE
2 P.M.

CULTURAL ADVISORY COUNCIL
2:30 P.M.
MULTICULTURAL CENTER
LOUNGE COFFEEHOUSE
2:30 P.M. 7:30 P.M.
STUDENT UNION LOUNGE

lEPLACE

[

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
V. CHRISTIAN HERITAGE
7:30 P.M.
Coussouus ARENA

BLACK HISTORY MONTH CELEBRATION
11 A.M. - 2 P.M.
STUDENT UNION COURTYARD

"PARADISE LOST" MOVIE
7 P.M. - IOP.M.
EVENTS CENTER B & C

SPOTUGHT ON WOMEN
12 P.M. - 1 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER

SOFTBALL
V. SOUTHERN CAL COLLEGE
1 : 3 0 P.M. / 3 : 3 0 P . M .

SELF-SURVIVAL TRAINING
5 : 3 0 P.M. - 9 : 3 0 P.M.
EVENTS CENTER A

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL
V. MESA COLLEGE
7 P.M.

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL
V. LA VERNE UNIVERSITY
7 P.M.
MEN'S BASKETBALL
V. CSU Los ANGELES
7:30 P.M.
COUSSOUUS ARENA

THUJ
1

V

• ALUMNI BASEBALL GAME
12P.M.

I

7 P.M.

11

FAMILY READING RALLY
7 A.M.-2 P.M.
IOYOTE CAFE & EVENTS CENTER

5
I

v.ASU

MEN'S BASKETBALL
V. CSU BAKERSFIELD
7:30 P.M.
COUSSOUUS ARENA

"LABOR PANEL" LECTURE
4 P . M . - 6 P.M.
PINE ROOM
SELF-SURVIVAL TRAINING
5:30 P.M.-9:30 P.M.
EVENTS CENTER A

ORGANIZING IMMIGRANT LABOR
6 P.M.-8 P.M.
EVENTS CENTER C

"ALTERNATIVE FAITH" PLAYS
1 0 : 3 0 A . M . - 2 : 3 0 P.M.
STUDEIVT UNION GAMEROOM

SORBALL
V. CAL BAPTIST COLLEGE
1 : 3 0 P.M. / 3 : 3 0 P.M.

CATHOUC SERVICES-MASS
1 2 P.M. - 1 2 : 4 0 P.M.
LOWER COMMONS, PANARAMA ROOM

HYPNOTIST NIGHT
7 P.M. - IOP.M.
EVENTS CENTER C

SPOTUGHT ON WOMEN
2 P.M. - 4 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER

"CREATION OF WORLD WIDE WEB
PAGES FOR BIOLOGY CLASSROOMS"
WITH DR. MICHAEL LOIK
3 P.M.
PL 1108
KOREAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION
GENERAL MEETING
4 P . M . - 6 P.M.
STUDENT UNION SENATE CHAMBERS

To

place an event In the Chronicle
Calendar, send Information tothe Student
Union, c/o Graphic Arts or call 880-3942.

MONDAYS
SINGLE PARENTS SUPPORT GROUP
2 P.M.-3 P.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE &
ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
JUGGLING WORK, FAMILY, 8C SCHOOL
SUPPORT GROUP
3 P.M. - 4 P.M.
STUDENT UNION SENME CHAMOERS
MEN'S SUPPORT GROUP
5:30 P.M. -6:30 P.M.
STUDENT UNION SENATE CHAMBERS

TUESDAYS
EFFECTIYE COMMUNCATION GROUP
9 A.M.-10 A.M.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE 8C
ADULT RE-ENTTTY CENTER
LATINA WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT GROUP
4 P.M.-5 P.M.
SENATE CHAMBERS
AFRIKAN MEN SUPPORT GROUP
6 P.M. - 7 P.M.
MULTICUTTURAL CENTER
CATHOLIC BBIE STUDY
8 P.M.-9 P.M.
JB 386

WEDNESDAYS

MOVIE ON HISTORY
1 1 : 3 0 A.M. - 2 P.M.
EVENTS CENTER B & C

BASEBALL
V. CSU STANISLAUS
2 P.M.

WEEKLY
EVENTS

HOMECOMING PEP RALLY
2 P.M. - 5 P . M .
STUDENT UNION COURTYARD
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL
V. ORANGE COAST COLLEGE
7 : 3 0 P.M.

prepared courtesy of ttie
WOMEN'S RESOURCE
AND
ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER

AFRIKAN STUDENT ALLIANCE MEETING
12 P.M. -1 P.M.
MULTICULTURAL CENTER
M.A.P.S. MEETING
12 P.M. - 1 P.M.
SENATE CHAMBERS
GAY, LESBIAN, BISEXUAL CLUB MEETING
6 P.M. - 8 P.M.

WOMEN'S RESOURCE &
ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL MEETING
6 P.M. -8 P.M.

SENATE CHAMBERS

THURSDAYS
SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE ANACHRONISM
5 P.M.-6 P.M.
SENATE CHAMBERS
LATINO BUSINESS STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
6P.M. - IOP.M.
LOBBY
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
COFFEE HOUSE
6:16P.M.

EUCALYPTUS ROOM

FRIDAYS
CIRCLE K INIERNANONAL MEETING
12 P.M.-2 P.M.
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Winter Wonderland
Coffee House
By Corina Borsuk
Special to The Chronicle
Anime Relief Offices!
You've heard it whispered in
the halls, you've seen it in maga
zines and newsp^rs: heck, it's
even cm theInternet. Sonowyou're
wondering what's the big deal
about this anime stuff anyway.
After all, it's just a bunch of car
toons, right? Wrong.
Anime (pronounced annie-may)
is animaticHi, but it's far from be
ing a caitoon. Anime comes from
J^an where animation is not just
forkidsandSaturdaymomings. In
J^an, both adults and children
watch animation and the many
styles and genres of the medium
reflect this.
As often as not, anime is dra
matic and very adidt in both visu
als and plots. Some anime con
tains nudity and bad language.
Characters face serious issues and
are involved in serious relation
ships. Of course there is plenty of
anime with corny jcdces and unbe
lievable plots, too.
Despite the fact that anime is
from Japan (anime is the J^anese
word for animation), scxne anime
has been impelled for U.S. televi
sion over the years. It may even
surprise you to know that some
popular American cartoons started

as anime. Speed Racer, Gigantor,
Robotech, Street Fighter, Dragon
Ball, Eagle Riders and Sailor Moon
all began as Japanese animated
soles. Of course, they were all
dubbed over in English, the char
acters and sometimes the shows
were given different names, and
most or all of the violent or adult
scenes were cut out
Now, though, anime is available
to English-speaking audiences
through video and laserdisc re
leases frcxn major anime compa
nies. These companies provide a
wider range of anime, especially
the more hartteore, adult-oriented
(do not read pornographic) titles.
Most of these videos are un-edited
and come in both dubbed and sub
titled versions for those who like
their anime pure and untouched.
That ought to give you a hint of
what anime is all about, but th^'s
more. Besides weekly tv shows,
there are anime species, movies,
and original video animation
(OVA) in all the usual genres, plus
afew that are very unique to anime.
Among these are die magical girl
and mecha genres.
A magical girl series is pretty
much what it sounds like; a teen
age girl with magical powers who
transfonns into a super-hero to fight
evil. While most of these shows
stick to the cute and funny, there

are some that take things a little
more seriously.
Mecha anime is a sub-genre of
science fiction where some men
and mostly women do battle using
s(^bisticated mechanical battle armcM'andhi-techweapons. This^pe
anime tends to be on the more
seriois side of things.
This is just a glimpse of what
anime is and why it is tecoming so
popular. It is in no way a complete
and defmitive definition of anime.
I stand by die idea that to really
iqipreciate anime you need to sit
<town and watch scune and that is
where this column comes in. I
hope this column will be a haven
for those who already love anime
and for those who're just discov
ering it and want to learn more
about anime to enhance their view
ing experience. So stop by this
space every so often fOT anime
news, reviews and updates.
For those of you who are won
dering, the title of this colunm isan
homage to the OVA series. Oh My
Goddess! so it seems only sqiproiniate that thiscolumns' nextforay
into anime be a series review.
Comments or questions should
be addressed to Corina Borsuk do
The Chronicle, or by e-mail to
cborsuk@acme.csusb.edu with
"Anime Relief Offices!" in the
subject line.

By Malcolm Carey
Chronicle Staff Writer
The second Winter Wonderland
Coffee House event this season
took place January 16th. It was
free once again.
It all happened in the Student
Union Fireplace Lounge, the per
fect (XI campus l(x:ation. Winter
Wonderland's atmosiidiere was cre
ated with candles on the tables, a
warm fire in the fireplace,an open
microphone and the talented bwd
She Said.
The band performed several of
their original songs and if I may
add, they sounded excellent! The
three musicians rocked the house
to some of their coolest tunes. She
Said's groovy alternative sound
was a hit, despite the fact that the
band was short one guitar player.
However, a g(X)d r(x:k liand like
"She Said," can always accommo
date for such situations. As the
famous saying goes, "The show
must go on."
The band also had available fcx
the audience She Said band mono-

•
I
I
•

rabilia, such as stickers and Tshirts.
With free cofree, tea, and food
what more could you ask for? An
open micTophone,of course. Stu
dents read fi^ their favorite works
of poetry or their original poems.
If you wanted to express your opin
ions about life or just felt like bust
ing a rhyme on the microphone,
this was a wonderful chance to do
so. There was even a nice sing
along thateveryone joined in to the
ever so classic Jingle Bells. Ob
what fun it was at the coffee bouse
that day.
If you missed out on this event
1 must say there is nothing like
having fun and relaxing from the
everyday stresses of college life
with a nice hot cup of flavored
coffee and enjoying the talent of a
live band.There was a pretty gcxxl
turn out, but plenty of tables andl
chairs were still empty.
Winter Wonderland was a win
ter wonderful way for students to
show scnne school spirit! Get in
volved in campus events, you
might just find yourself having a
gre^time!

To advertise in the Chronicle,
please contact our Advertising Manager Patricia Mason
at extension 3940,

Southern Accent Offers Down-Home Cooking
By Melissa Tucker
Special to The Chronicle
Crispy, golden brown hush-pup
pies, blackened catfish and spicy
cajun shrimp. Are these some of
the southern style foods that you' ve
been looking for but just can't find?
Well look no further. Southern
Accent located in Redlands offers
these traditional Louisiana favor
ites and many more cajun and Cre
ole selections.
Once you step into this little
restaurant you enter the deep south
and bayous of Louisiana Wooden
tables otxupy theroom, which dis
plays a variety of colcxful posters,
fe^er masks, old restaurant sup
plies, glass beaded necklaces which
are casually strewn around the
room, and a huge blow up g^tu" in

the comer. The warm glow of the
candles on the tables and die deli
cious aromas frcxn the kitchen give
the restaurant a warm cozy feeling.
Pricx to dinner you are given the
choice of soup or salad. The soup
choices are traditional gumbo or
the soup of the day.
I selected the cream of cabbage
over vegetable stock. The stock
was not "stick your fork in it and let
it stand up" thick, but rather it was
light, creamy and buttery with cab
bage in it. It was topped with
crushed black pepper. The prob
lem I had with the soup is that they
(mly serve six ounce portions.
If soup's not for you, the salad is
also a g(X)d choice. It's served in
an old-fashioned w(X)den bowland
is temped with the chef s light Ital
ian dosing.

The layout was authentic for a
small bayou cafe, from the mason
canning jars for glasses to the tra
ditional silverware. An old deep
frying basket attached to the wall
a^ve the table is a nice touch,
serving its purpose of holding salt,
pepper and, naturally, Louisiana
hot sauce.
I started my meal with an appe
tizer of deep fried alligator served
with cockt^l s^ce. A generous
portion of alligatcx was served in a
light golden flour batter. The meat
had the taste and texture of pcxic.
The tangy c(x:ktail sauce created a
flavor thatmade this an interesting
and delightful appetizer.
The main course was delicious
with two large portions of Cried
catfish, a sc(X)p of mashed potames, baked carrots with honey

poured over them, and a couple of
hush puppies dabbed with parsley
to decorate the plate.
The catfish were deep fried in
commeal batter that kept the fish
moist and delicious inside. Feu
people who like lemon on their
fish, you'll have to ask for it, but,
it's worth it.
The mashed potatoes had a
unique tastecreated by blending in
the potato skins, pieces of (xtion
and light sour cream. The baby
carrots were cooked to perfection.
They were baked and covered in a
light, golden honey, giving them a
candied yam taste, but not t(X)
sweet
I think they should have a larger
variety of vegetables to chcxise
from, not just the carrots. How
ever, the hush pupines helpedmake

up for this with their mixture of
sweet yellow corobread with bits
of onions and slightly burnt. As
for hush puppies, I prefer them to
have no sugar if they're to be part
of the main course.
The overall expmence was a
pleasant one for the price of the
fcxxl. The catfish is $12.95 and the
deep fried gator is $5.95. Their
prices range from $9.97 to $14.97,
depending on the meat entrees you
(xder.
Southern Accent is located on
Colton Avenue in Redlands. They
are open seven days a week from
5-lOp.m. Ifyou havea large party
you may want to call and make
reservations ahead of time. Dress
iscasual. Thelaidback^ospboe
invites guests to relax and be com
fortable.
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The Artist's Emancipation has Lead
to a Great Album

Tool's Mnima
By Christina OIney

All the soigs on this album are
fiill of rage and sadness about the
state of the world. The title track is
Tool'snew album,.Afnima, fol about the crime and basic degen
lows in the same dark footsteps of erative behavicM^ that can be found
the band's fust, self-titled release. in L.A. Tool's radical suggestion
The entire collection of 15 songs is is that an earthquake that would
very powerful, angryand a littles wipe out all of Southern California
scary. It's great music, but it isn't wouldn't be a bad thing.
"(-) Ion" is about musicians and
feel good music by any means.
drug abuse. It tells of the positive
There's not a ballad to be found.
This CD is guitar and bass heavy and negative effects of drugs on
while also having a slightly techno creativity. "Die Eier Von Satan" is
feel. Tool makes use of unusual sung entirely in German so I have
noises, bits of strangedialogue and DO idea what it is about
If you liked Tool's first album
vocal tricks to enhance the feel of
its songs and give them thatspecial you'll love AEnima. It is as origi
nal as its predecessor. If you are a
something that is uniquely Tool.
Maynard Kean's lead vocal style fan of h^d core rock n' roll you
gives the songs an angry, desper need to add thisCD to your collec
ate and strident quality.
tion.
Managing Editor

By Christina OIney

bers, heavy guitarstmgs, fast-paced
Managing Editor
dance songs, love ballads and some
songs with the racy lyrics thatThe
Emancipation is the new release Artist has become so famous for.
from The Artist Fomwrly Known ThCTe's something fw everyone.
Songs such as "Slave" and
AsPrince. It is a three CD set with
a total of 36 songs. Emancipation "Emancipation"tell of The Artist's
celebrates The Artist's teleasefrom long leg^ battle to get out of his
his Wamo^ Brothers reconl con restrictive record contract with
tract and his marriage to Mayte Warner Broths as well as his
Garcia (best known as just Mayte)» battle for artistic freedom and recabackground singer for The Artist's ognititxi.
The Artist incorporates guitar
band New Power Generation.
The Artist has lost the respect of riffs and funky d^ce music to
many of his fanst because of his create "Jam of the Year," which is
name change and someof the ma an incredible song. It'srealy funky
terial he's released over the last and fun. "We Gets Up" and "E
fewyears. His last album, Warnm/ Male" are also fabulous party
Chiws, was an unquestionable fail songs.
There are four cover tunes on
ure. Critics and fans alike hated it.
these CDs. "One of Us," the Joan
It sold very few copies.
Emancipation will regain their Osboume hit, is the most unex
respect. It's filled with great mu pected and one of the best. The
sic. There are cool, jazzy num Artist adds heavier guitar and a
meaning in the music. Don't
getme wrong, this band plays
well, but it fails toc^ture the
absolute attention of listen
ers. Expect to hear this band
playing Muzak in your local
mall.
New World Spirits began
in Missouri in 1989 when four
disenchanted music school
students decided to form a
band. The members are
Michael Kociela (bass gui
tar). J. Chambers (vocals and
guitar), Daniel Dabb (guitars)
and Smven Hunt (drums).
New WorldSpirits originally
gained followers as a cover
band. The membo^ dien
The band members of New World Spirits. moved to St. Louis and be
gan to record original
songs. Around 1993 the
band released a four-song
(temo to test the music mar
By Abraham Sanchez
ket and find out what kind of local
Chronble Staff Writer
radio aiiplay it would receive.
In 1995 New World Spirits re
It's only fitting to hear of col leased a 14 song album called
lege bands while going to college. Creeper Weed. The album was a
It also is fitting to drink coffee retrospective look at the growth of
while talking to our friends about the band members. That year
school or anything else. While Univo'sal/MCA took a gamble
having theseconversatitms we tend and signed the band.
In October of last year New
to listen to background music. New
World Spirits fits the background WOTld Spirits released their major
ambience pofect for drinking cof label debut. Fortune Cookie. Now
fee and talking to friends; it lets comes the juicy stuff! Let's dis
sect the album and find the
our minds wander.
New World Sfniits is not over strengths and weaknesses of the
whelming. One can't find true band.

In Good Spirits

wealth of emotitm, making thesong
seem tailor-made for him. His
version kicks butt all over
Osbome's version. His cover of
"La, La, La Means I Love You" is
a soulful tribute to Mayte.
There are many other songs in
this collection that are tributes to
Mayte, who was pregnant at the
time The Artist was making the
triple album. These songs are all
the more poignant now because
their baby boy was bom prema
turely with a rare skull defect and
died just days later. The song
"Human Body" has a drumbeat
that is sampled from the then un
born baby's heartbeat recorded
from a sonogram.
This collection is incredible and
defmitely worth buying for anw
truemusicfan. TheArtist'shiq)pH
ness shines through and passes on
to the listener.
The first cut "Rats Backwards"^
starts strong with a nice introducH
tion by the guitarist which is sup4
ported by the drumm^ keeping un
the tempo. What is really surprisj
ing is the vocals-nice range, ll
wonder if he sounds as good live a^
he does on the album. God only
knows what the song means, but
who listens to the words anyway^
"Bed," the second song, begins!
with a poppy guitar intix>duction|
and continues with an Elvisj
Costello-like sound for the rest of
the song. Again the drum work is
solid, adding co\ot to the rtiythm.;
We don't hear many bands with
this kind of drum work. Listen for
some nice transiticms in this song.
Cut nine, "Jim," leaves and never
comes back. This song doesn'tj
work for any of the members, in
cluding the drummer. It's one of
those songs that will probably get
airplay even though it shouldn't.
The first two songs are the best
by far. If you want to hear some;
good drum work pick up Fortune
Cookie. Michael Kociela, the vo
calist, was a nice surprise. Few
bands produce music that fits their
vocalist'srange. I guessweshould
thank the sound man for a well
defined productimi.
On the Animal's scale of 1-5
this album gets a 31/2. I can't say
enough about the drummer. So go
to your local coffee shop, sip some
java, talk to your friends an enjoy
some nice b^ground music.

NOW OPEN

WEDNESDAY
$ 1 Drinks
ALL NIGHT!

"It's a Party WnEKE!"
THURSDAY (18 Er Over)

X103 Radio Party
$2 Long IsIancls/16oz Coors litB Pounders

FRIDAY/SATURDAY
Dance Party w/" DJ Razo

^SUNDAY (18 £r Over),
Roddn Espanol
$1 Well/Wine/Draft 'til 10pm
(Cover $6 after 8pm)

SW c o r n e r o f Foothill & Grove in Upland
( 9 0 9 ) 9 2 0 - 9 5 9 0 » NO COVER BEFORE 9 PM
Open 6 p m - 2am Wed t h r u Sun

Let us know if there are any movies, artists or
events you would like to see The Chronicle
review. Call ext 3940 with ideas.

Arts &, Entertainment
November 20,1996
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The Force Is With
Us Again

-Don Stotter, EKTERTAINMENT TIME-OUT

RODNEY AT HIS BEST!

RODNEY DAKlERFIilD

tmui It mum iittuawii

1.

^

•iwmiaei *wceen neMW•eiwiwt «u ewne

Managing Editor
It's been 20 years since "Star
Wars" has been seen in theaters.
That means that an entire generatitm of fans (including me) have
only been able to watch the sci
ence fiction classic on video. Now
we will all be able to see the fate
of the empire unfold (xi the big
screen again or for the first time.
Beginning January 31, the Force
will be with us once again when
"Star Wars Special Edition" is
released. "The Return of the Jedi"
and "The Empire Strikes Back"
will follow in February and March.
The original "Star Wars" will
be re-released with a bit of a face
lift to make it a special edition.
The master print of the movie has
been digitally restored. Some
scenes that woe originally filmed
with the use of miniatures have
been replaced with c(»iputer- gen
erated footage.

There will also be 4.5 minutes
of computer-generated footage
added to the movie. These scenes
wo'e intended to be part of the
1977 release, but were impossible
to do, (hie toa lack of technologyof
that era.
This new fcxitage will give us a
sneak preview of Jabba the Hut
that was cut out of the original
version because the Jabba costume
looked so bad.
"Star Wars Trilogy Special Editicxi" is not only a twentieth anni
versary celebration of the films, it
also is a way to build anticipation
for the three prequels that will be
released starting in 1999.
The prequels will explain what
happened 40 years before "Star
Wars." We'll finally get to find
out why Darth Vader turned to to
the Dark Side.
Now that "Star Wars" is ba(±,
be sure to see it and get the big
screen experience. May the Force
be with you while you stand in line
for tickets.

The same scene of Star Wars, the original (above), and
the scene after being digitally remastered (below).

iiHsiiMiiiaiiffliiiunBiiiw
IMl WHiK lilWHIX
aiBRininHn .amiMm spiukk .nyinw snuii •snus
-•HiiwiiiiiiEeiiii JiMsi »,n mill will.11iHi .niiiiii
R

By Christina OIney

TR,MA«K-

STARTS FRIDAK JANUARY 31ST
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Advertise in The Chronicle - Call (909) 880-5000 ex. 3940
FOR SALE 1990 GEO PRIZM
Reliable, excellnt condition.
Runs great, terrific gas mileage
(20 City/35-38 Freeway/Only $5
to Vegas!) $4,000 or best offer.
Call 909-887-6730 after 5:00 pm
(or leave message on machine).
INEEDYOU! IWANTYOU!
I KNOW YOU NEED ME TOO!
See class ad this section for more|
information.
i

California Graduate institute
Administrative Office
1100 Glendon Ave., Floor 11
W. Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310)208-4240

Orange County FadDty
1122 E. Lincoln Ave. B-200
Orange, CA 92865

(714) 637-5404

CGI h a s bee-n approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction, California Education Code 94310B.
CQ'I g r a d u a t e s m e e t t h e e d u c a t i o n a l r e q u i r e m e n t s f o r P s y c h o l o g y a n d M F C C l i c e n s u r e i n C a l i f o r n i a .
CGI is nonprofit and nondiscriminatory.
I n a d d i t i o n t o t h e d e g r e e p r o g r a m s , C G I o f f e r s t h e f o l l o w i n g C e r t i f i c a t e P r o g r a m s : _Bcfee(l»ck

INTERNSfflP! NBC Talk show:
seeking interns for the winterquar
ter. Excellent opportunity and ex-i
perience while obtaining schoo^
credit Contact Lisa Steinke at
213-956-4205 for details.

-TheTreetnertof
Cherricsi Dependency

MARKETING STUDENTS
Advt Rep wanted for The
Chronicle. Set your own hours
and earn extra cash. Cmtact
Patricia Mason, Adv Mgr at
880-5000, Ext 3940.
FUNDRAISING--FAST
FUNDRAISER- Raise $500 in
5 days — Gredcs, Groups, Clubs,
Motivatedlndividuals. Fast,easy
-NO financial obligation.
(800) 862-1982 ext. 33
WATERBED FOR SALE:
Supersingle, very good condi
tion. Complete with heater,
mirrored oak headboard. Call
(909) 7474601 after 6:30 p.m.
CAR FOR SALE: "89 Pontiac
Fu^bird - white with gray
interior. Good condition, runs
great. Reliable. High miles.
$3,400. obo. Call Jason after
6:30 pm 909-737-4601 or page
at 909-341-1709.

-The Tredmert of ^qietTEicrs
& VAdms of Science

- BehEMcrel ^^dctne

200-500pm
20(>-&00pm
2.'00-500p(n
SOOflOOpm
SCO-fiOOpm
500-600pm
500-800pm
500>a-00pm
SOOfi-COpm
5:30-700pm
6C0-11O0pm
6C0-1t:00pffl
8d)0-11C0pm
8C0-11CCipffl
8:00-1ie0pm

NardMletic Otsordara: Osprnlon
PropOMi RMearch II
Guld«d Imagery
Psychoanalytic ftychotherapy
Phycloiogical Psychology
Cor^t Famly Therapy
Proposal Research I
Organizatlortaf ftychology
Psychological Asceesmart I
Group ProcessSTechnigua
Brier Models of Famly Therapy
Psychopsfhology I
Techniques of Play Therapy
Suicide & Crisis Intervention
PsychologicalAasesementlV

2:00-5C0pm
2.C&5C0pm
2C0-5C0pm
5C0-8C0pm
5CO-6:OOpm
5:0(>-eC0pm
SXICeeOpm
SCO-e.-OOpm
5CC-8C0pm
9C0-8C0pm
8:00-11:00prr)
8:00-11:00pm
e:00-11Mpm
8:00-11 M3pm

PsychoioglcalAsaassmartlll
Practicum II (Psych. &MFT)
Proposal nesearch Nil
Proposal Research lU
ssarthenesa Trainktg
AppBedTaelwIquacafMFT
Paychopathology &Fam>y Dynamics
Development of the Person
Group Process & Technique
Learning aCognttion
Practicum NV (Psych.&MFT)
OinicalCaseConference
Perspactives in Psychoanalysis
Practicum MV (Psych. &MFT)

D. CllflQrd,MO
J. Kasof.PW
T. Oleson. PhO
a Benl^ DSVf/G. Ooch, MO
T. Oleson, PhO
J. Bal.PK}
J.Kasof.PhO
K.Kanel.PhO
OC
K.Crcss,PhO
OC
J. Packer, no
J.Bal,PhO
M.Gerson, PhD
P. Conversarto, PsyD
OC
tCKartel.PhO
K. Cross, PhO
A. Panofsky-Bsenberg, PhO
T.Mosa.PhO
a Hunter. PhO
OC
L Weisbander, PhO
0. Ctausman, PhO
J. Mayhal. PhO
J. Kintar, PhO
OC
J. Hyman, PhD
O.Fehr.PhO
00
a Hunter, PhO
OC
J. ktayhal, PhO
0. Cliffbrd, MO
M. Flicker, MO
OC
L Hedges. PhD
T. Mosa, PhO
A. Tiylor, PhD
J. Kintar. PhO
J. Pecker, PhO
a Hunter, PhO
S. Wkner, PhO
J. Kinter, PhO
E. Glaser, PhD
OC"
J. Uvfngston, PhO
J. Mayhal, PhO
OC
M. FRcker, MO
a ShicW, VWLCALWMFT
J. Mayhal, PhO
OC

Psychological Assessment II
Psychosomatic Olsarders
Developmental Psychology
Drug Use & Abuse
Cognkive-Behevioral Therapy
Cognttive-Beharioral Therapy
Practicum I (Psych. & MFT)
Psychcicglcal Assessment I

across, PhO
L Snger. PhO
0. Cooper-Gyrum, PhO
8.McQurk,PhD
LHdey«obcal(RO
OC
L Singer, PhO
L Wsisbender, PhO
a Cross, PhO
A RandMv-EsenbeiaPIC
ftycftAss«s.VF»w.nBmons8LSpBC.Rpulg8:ra
W. Ricktes, MO
Object Relations Theory If
OC
Models of Brief Famly Therapy
J.Bal,PhO
LHdey-SobczaKRO OC
Social Psychology
a Wolf. PhO
OC
Physiological Psychology
Group Process &Technique
M. Koven, PhO
Professional issuee: Ethics& Lame
M. Gerson, PhO
Psychological Assessmert IV
a Cross, PhO
a Aguedo, PhO
Resistartce and Transfererwe
a Wolf, PhO
OC
Psychopathology II

CLASSIC '69 CHEVY NOVA
Completely restored. Brand new
int, paint, bumpea^. Runs great
... must see! $ 7,500. obo. Call
909-737-1451 at 7 pm or leave ai
message.

I
A

2:00-5M^

-F^Vchoondysis

-RiTilyLaM&
fvbdakn

Classes held In West Los Angeles and Orange (00)

2:00-500()m
Clinical Hypnosis
2;00-S00pm
Human Sexuality
2:00-5X)Opm
Child & Adoiescent Psychotherapy
3:00-4:30pm
Group Process & Technique
9:00-8:00pm
Leemlrrg & Cognition
5'.0^8:00pm
Organlzatior>al ftychotogy
5:00-8:00pm
Psynhopethology & Femly Dynamics
S:00-6.-00pm
Ctirdcal Interviewing Techniques
9:0O-8.-O0pm
Drug Use & Abuse
9:00-8.-OOpni
Theories of I^T
800-1100pm Pracdeum HI (Psych. & MFT)
8:00-1100pm Newer Trends In Managed Hea(h Carefor MFTs
8:0&11:00pm Practtcum l-IV(ftych.&MFT]

I NEED YOU! I WANT YOU!
I KNOW YOU NEED ME TOO!
So, use Chronicle Classifieds
and place a valentine message in
the 2/12 issue. 15 words or less
$2. Deadline 2/5. Deliver copy in
a sealed envelope with $2 (cash
or check) to the Chronicle
Office UH-037.

The Chronicle is seddng
motivated individuals to join the
staff. Intoested ai^licants shoul(
contact Robin La^en at 909-8805818. Earn extra cash and
valuable resume experience!

MA and PsyD Programs in Psychology
and Marital & Family Therapy

9:00-8K)0pm

Psychother. w/the Chem. Dependent Patient
Comprehensive Exam Review

a Susskhl-BchneUer, FhO
Core Faculty

8:3010.-00am
9:3012:30pm

Group Pracees & Technique
Ethnicl^& The Famly

aOussiWOiweMBf.HO

D. Fehr, PhO

OC

-Paycholo^ -PxenacF^ydidos^
Aaocicismxt
Aaflciainunt

Weekend Professional Seminars
Open to Professionals In the Community
For Continuing Education
WEST LOS ANGELES
Biofeedback Practicum

T.OIeson,PhO&

Sat 9008:1
OOpm

Child Abuse & Domaalic VWarwe

K Gluse,PhO

Prl800-1100pm
Sat 000800pm

BtfefTherapy Training: Managed

LSktgsr.PhO

Treatment of Femly Helationehlpa
Through Cinemetic Characterlzatione

H. 6luse,PhO

a/21.22

10/19-20 Sat 1 AO-exXIpm
6:00pm
12/14-19 Sun. 900-8:1

S/21-22

10/5-6

•f27-a9
9128-29

i2/r-8

2o6pm

10/1»-ai> Sat900800pm
Sun. 9O0-2:(
2O0pm
11/2-3

HeakhCare

RV^,PhO

19/48

Prieoo-IIOOpm
Sat 0008:00^

O^KOkotders

Diagnosis ai>d Treatment of Attsntfon

•.Levins, PhD

19/12-13

Sat900-800pm
Sua 000-1OO^

Integrating Theories of Knowledge
with f^choenalytfc Techniquee

APwi4lMt,PhO

10/12-13

8at900-500em
Sua 900806^
Sat ia0-600pm

The Treatment of Depression

D.Paui,PhO

Psychotherapy Ollemmes In the Age
of Martaged Health Cere

JudlhPwkar.RO

10/18-19

FrL4OO«O0pm
SatOOO-eOOfm

Existential Anxiety and theContamp
Analysis of Defense:An Inlegrattva
Psychoanalytic Therapy

P.Wolsan,PhD

10/18-19

FrLSOO-ilOOpffl
Sat 000800pm

10/29-28

FrL900-1000pm
Sat 900-600pm
8at1100-600pm
Sua lOOO-SOOpm

LSbtgsr.RiO
Ontology of Eroticism In CytMrspsce;
^IsfioftsNps Onlne
Psychological Impact ofOlaap Dieordars C. Mana PhO

1V12;3«
11/18

10/38-27
11/2-3
11/8-10

11/8-10

11/18-17
11/18-17
11/2M4

Sat900-800pm
Sua 900-2:00pm
Sat900800pm
Sua 9O0-2:l
-2:00^
Sat9008OOpm
Sua 900-2
20o^
Sat90G800pm
Sua 900-2.0^>m
Sat900-400pm
Sua 900800(m
Sat90080apm
Sua 900-2:1
-2O5^

'

Seven Deadly Fears:An Object
Relations Parspectiveof Chronic
Urtccrwcicus Cortstricbarts
ProfessionaJ Skins in PrVate Praetiee

LHadgea,PhD

Undsrstandirtg the OSM-IV

J. Kinter, no

Psychotherapeutic end MedlcMion
Treafmerk of Schizophrenia

S.

Psydwiogy of Men

J. MeyheXPhO

Clinical imarverSiorw with the
Letirto CommunlV
The Impact of Ea^ Mother-lnfert
RelaUons on the Family System

P. Converserto, PsyO

0. Crausman, PhO

MoQutk,niO

JM Smth. PhO

ORANGE
Projective Mentiteaeonand
CountertransfefefKe In theTrealmerl
of Primitive Mental States

AftnapiAPhD

10/19-20 Set 900800pm
11/18-17 Sua 9O0-2O6^
10/12-1 Sat900800pm
10/28-27 Sua 900-2O^im

Conjoint Famly Therapy

J. Ball, PhO

Child 8AdoleicentPsycho8>efapy

J. Mnter, PhO

10/98
Sot900800pm
10/12-13 Sua 900-200^
Sat 900800pm
Sua 900-2O5^

Theories of Psrsooail^

8. Bergar, PhD

ApproachsscfExIslsntial
Humanisbc Therapy
Psychology of Women

ICIfenel, PhO
0. PUtt, PhO

The Challengeof Malpractice Issues

C.ICslon,,K}

Therapeutic TechnlqueswKh
Children Aged 4-10
Child Abuse/fesessmentSi Reporting

K.Craes,PhD

9/21-22

8eL90G8::00pm
2O0pm
Sua 900-2:

8/21-22
9/28-28
«28-29
10/S8
10/26-27
11/2-3
11/8-10
11/18-17
11/18-17
11/23-24

Sat9XX>8O0pm
Sua 9OO-2O0pm
Sot 900800pm
Sua 900-200pm
Sat900800pm
Sua 900-2:1
'200iFm
Set900800pm
Sua 900-200^
Sat200-700pm
Sua 9008:00pm
Sat 900800pm
Sua 900-200pm

MediadonSMRs end Basics in
Family Law
ObjectRelalione Theory:
An Overview

ICKanat,nO
&Forman,PhD
O. Piatt, ntO

SI

An Excellent Education For Those Who Quail
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Student Group is One of First to Create
Its Own Homepage
By Tfm Stadelmann
Special to The Chronicle
Campus Crusade FOT Christ, a
recognized student group on cam
pus, is (xie of the first clubs at
CSUSB to create a honepage.
On Friday, January 17, the
group began to create links to the
restof the Internet, becoming "pub
lished" as: httpj/web.csusb.edu//
public/9_net/crusade.
As a student group. Campus
Crusade recognized the need tt) get
on the 'net, to enlight^ students

about their organization.
The organization has been afix
ture on campus since the 1970s as
a smaller group but has signifi
cantly grown, particularly in the
last few years. "Now that we are
growing, we wanted a new way to
let ev^one know about what is
going on and bow they can get
involved with us," said a Campus
Crusade representative.
The sentiment of the club is that
in an ideal sihiadon, all student
groups, including Greeks and aca
demic CM^ganizations, will have

homepages of their own so stu
dents can find out about each one.
The club memb^ feel that it can
be a challenge for students to feel
included in student life activities
on campus, thus a homepage of
this sort can be a remedy to the
problem.
Since there are no other groups
with homepages, with the excepti(Hi of the Chemistry Club, no
links exist from the school's
homepage to student organization
pages. "We hope to remedy this
soon,"said a Campus Crusaderep-

resentative.
Students or groups interested in
obtaining a homepage on campus
can speak with individuals in the
Computer Science Department on
the third floor in Jack Brown Hall.
IJie cost is $30 per quarter.
Those who access the Campus
Crusade For Christ homepage will
find cool graphics, advertisements
for events, details about the orga
nization, and other cool links.
Students with questions about
the page can email Campus Cru
sadeat: aiisade@orion.csusb.edu.

/'//(/ '^//i

YOU'LL BE ABLE

TO TAKE
ADVANTAGE

OF OUR SELFIIVIPROVEM ENT
®

^itrocfudri^ t^e nei^y Ommtra/h^
- lOitA neuy

Everyone is expecting you to go somewhere in life. That's
why you went to college. And Omnitrans is going to help
you out with your goal. At least for going where you want
to go. Because we've improved our routes and schedules,
L making commuting much more efficient. In fact, we
developed our new system from your input, plus extensive
research, to make the changes that would best suit your needs. So be sure to
pick up your new Omnitrans Busbook available on campus. That way you
can well, map out our new routes and schedules, with ease, and be sure to
get ahead, or at least to the next block, like you always
knew you could. Or call us at

1-800-9-OMNIBUS.

I

Changes
on the
Way in
Library
By LaKeisha Gilford
Chronicle Staff Writer
Have you noticed lately that the
OPAC syston in the library seems
unreliable? It seems like the com
putes have been going down at
the most inof^rtune times, when
students need to look something
upforapressingassignment. That
is all about to change.
The OPAC systems have been
tal^noff-lineto upd^ the library's
database, and will soon berqjlaced
by "Horizon,"anew system which
will enable students to access in
formation in a more effective man
ner.
The current OPAC system re
ceives its information ciom large
cassette-like tapes, and the com
putes must be taken off-line in
eder to download the informati(n. This system can be incc«venient and frustrating for a student
who needs to access information
quidcly.
Stu^nts need not fret, because
the new system, "Horizon," is on
the way. Die new system and
interface will be much more userfriendly. The new interface will
resemble a Wiiulows screen, and
the system will q}erate by the 'point
and click' metbixi.
With this change under way,
smdents, as well as library em
ployees, are looking forward to the
added convenience and accuracy
this syston will provide them.

Do you have any story
ideas? Know of any
new technology you'd
like to see featured or
would like to know
more about? Inter
ested in becoming a
beat reporter for the
Tech page? If so, give
us a call at ext. 3940or
write The Coyote

Chronicle,

Health & Safety
Page 15
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CSUSB Crime Statistics- October, November, December

1996

November

October
Forcible Rape
Robbery

1

0

Burglary

7

Larceny'Theft

16

Embezzlement
Vagrancy
Vandalism

Forcible Rape

0

Robbery

1

Burglary

0

Drug Abuse Violations

Larceny-Theft

0

0

Robbery

0
1

Burglary

3

Vagrancy

4

By Craig Henderson, Ph.D.

0

Special to the Chronicle

0

The Psychological Counseling
Center and the S hident Health Cen
ter work with the mental and physi
cal consequences of steroid use by
students. What are the important
issues for
steroid
u s e
am o n g
college
students?
People are under the miscon
ception that steroids are an easy
sh(xtcut to building a muscular
body. Steroids don't imf^ve fit
ness and they certainly don't help
injuries heal.
Not only are steroids illegal,
there are also several side effects
to streroid use. Men using steroids
can expect breast growth, tesdcle
shrinkage, enlargementof theprostate gland, baldness and impotence,
hi women, steroids cause Iveast
shrinkage, facial hair, baldness,
menstrual problems, and damage
to an unborn baby.
In both sexes steroids can cause

Vandalism

0

Forgery & Counterfeit
Driving Under the In
ing
^
fluence
^
Motor Vehicle Theft

0

Stolen Property; Buying
or Receiving
^
CotneandtMsttttie

College
Legal Clinic
Sprrlallring in
crtmtnal.
personal
landlord/tenant,
and other fidda of lawl
Can w at 880-60361
Iseatei la the Ml SdiM la a

« • • » • * » » » » » • « • » » • » » « t.

Vagrancy

^

Vandalism

2

Drug Abuse Violations

Stolen Property; Buying
or Receiving
^

Steroid Use and College
Students

Drug Abuse Violations

Larceny-Theft

14

Motor Vehicle Theft

Stolen Property; Buying
or Receiving
^

Embezzlement

2

^

0

December
Forcible Rape

0

Embezzlement

2
Forgery & Counterfeit
Driving Under the In
ing

Forgery & CounterfeitDriving Under the In
m
J
fluence
^
Motor Vehicle Theft

0

• *•» ^

liver and kidney damage, cancer
and damage to the heart. Personal
ity changes caused by steroids in
clude dejxession, h^ucinations,
severe mood swingsand ay* essive
behavi(x. Sharing need! ^ to in
ject steroids can transmit the HIV
and hepatitis 6 virus.
Ste
roids can
be addic
tive in the
s a m e
way as cocaine. Many steroids are
illegally made and contain harm
ful, unsown substances.
Training can take place in a
healthy manner without steroids.
Development of a propo* training
plan, plenty of rest, pride in your
self, and reliable professicHials are
keys to staying h^thy.
The Psychological Counseling
Center has appointments available
Monday through Friday, 8:00 am.
to 5:00 pjn. with limited evening
hours. If you have any questions ix
would like to make an appoint
ment, i^ease call (909) 880-5040,
or visit the Health Onter, Room

136.

' «l * -*- f
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Political Correctness: Where Do You Draw The Line?
By Jason Armstrong
Executive Edtor
Fat, or '^borizontaliy chaliCTgedT* Sboit.or %atically chal
lenged?** Mentally retarted or
**inentally challenged?** Black, or
**A£ncan American?** Mexian, or
"Latino," "Chicano," or "His
panic?"
I don*t know about you, but 1
cotainly have a difficult time at
tempting to keep up with the latest
politically correct jargon. It seems
like with each generation, termi
nology used to describe race, physi
cal handle^, or even an adjective
about a person (ie., short, tali,
skinny) changes so dramatically
that it is imperative to monitor
your word choice very carefully so
as not to offend someone.
This ^plies not only to word
choice, but to movements as well.
If a person so much as looks at
someone of the oi^site sex for
too long, he/she can quite possibly
be accused of sexual harrassment.
1 find thisoutrageous. Our society
has become so uptight and lawsuit
crazy; the fact that the direction in
which someone turns their eyes
can be viewed on a level similar to
a sex crime is ridiculous.
Take the recent scenario in which
a six-year-old boy in kindergarten
was accused of sexuallyharrassing
a little girl in his class. He kissed

her while they were on the play
ground. The boy was suspended!
What has our country cmne m?
Boy, 1 am relieved I went to el
ementary school in the era that 1
did. When 1 was in kindergarten
18 years ago, I kissed a
girl in my class as well.
My teacher called my
mother to inform her, but
back then it was unheard
of to suspend a child fcv
such an "offense." Weall
need to wake up! Can*t
the higher powers see that
raising such a big fuss
about this can scar the
child for life? Whm is he
going to be like as an adult,
and afraid to show affec
tion?
One real pet peeve of mine is
politically correct terminology in
reference to race categories, lam
not a racist; I have nothing against
different races, but1have one ques
tion. Whycan'tpeopleofdifferent
races settle upon a specific name?
Ihirty years ago, African Ameri
cans were termed "Negroes."
When 1 was a child, they were
called "Black." In the last few
years, they have insisted on being
called "African American.** If they
want to be called African Ameri
can. the name should never be
changed again. 1 never know for

Sandwiches & Frozen Y<^urt

one Pl^ca/

45^>4 L ' n i \ e r s i t y P a r k \ \ a \ (B\ Hughes Supermarket)
887-7812

Inctudes, Regular Size
Ham. Turkey, or Chicken Filet
Sandwich, Regular Fountain
Drink, S Chips
Not wcM iKdh oiy dhs offai a dicouit.
Offer CKpra oi December 31.1997
Ofw coupen pet ciBtcmec
>Kad cnN d tie S<Ti BOfKidno Loooffcn

theCarribean. Enough said. Well,
not quite. When 1 first heard the
news th^ they were planning to
modify the ride, or do away with
the piratechasing the woman (I'm
assuming you've all been on the
ride),1was dumbfounded.
How can that be? I (and
I'm sure many others can
relate to this) grew uplov
ing that ride. To joyfully
sing, "Yo Ho, Yo Ho, A
pirates lifefOTme..," altHig
with the pirates and their
cohorts, I felt that I was
honestly living a pirates
life for those few fleeting
minutes (while my Ixotho'
and 1 splashed water at
each other over the sides
of the boat) and then to
see the pirate chasing the woman
through the burning building...But
alas, what is this? Here's the
wmnan chasing the pirate! So they
do show both sides of the coin.
It took this long for someone to
get (^fended by this? After all, the
ride has been open for a few de
cades. I am an avid reader of the
Press Enterprise colunmist Dan
Bernstein. He recently wrote a
column (in the form of a letter to
Walt Disney Co. Chairman,
Michael Eisner) concerning the
absurdity of Disney's decision to
modify Pirme's. It was hilarious.

"I ask you: Has Daffy Duck
ever so much as set foot in
side the Magic Kingdom?
And you worry about pirates
chasing women!"

hogi

$4 Combo Meal

sure what to call people of Mexi
can descent. One day 1 am told
they want to be called "Hispanks,** anothCT day "Chicano,** and
yetanotherday "Latino.** lalways
find this to be a stu^ situation.

500 Off any size
frozen yogurt
Net vdKj Mm cry omer cffer a dsccunt
Ctfer
cn December 31.1997
Cme coupcr per cunorier,
•>
Vddortyct the Sen eemadnoLoctSKn

because 1 am never completely
confident that 1 am not offending
someone.
1 am white. Or "Cmjcausion?"
My great grandmother was Chero
kee. So that makes me part "Na
tive American.'* But most of my
relatives came from Ireland and
Scotland. So here's one. Why
can't 1 berefened to as *'Irish
American," or "Scottish Ameri
can?" Gee, one must stay with the
times.
Okay, here's the kicker in terms
of the profanity of political cor
rectness. Disneyland's Krates of

to the extent that 1 must share an
exmptofitwithyou. He makes
the point that if something like this
can occur in Pirates of the
Canibean, where does it end?
After touching several bases
focusing on the political correct
ness of Disney,Bernstein writesto
Eisner, "Finally, there is the matter
of mi(% and ducks. I'm not going
to badger you about the marital
status of Mickey and Minnie, and
Dcmald and Daisy. 1 realize the
definition of "family" has broad
ened over the years. What con
cerns me is Disneyland's lack of
mice and ducks of color. If "issues
of correctness" truly concern you,
Disneyland's blatant exclusivitywhite ducks- should not be particularlytroubling. I'mnottalking
quotas here. I'm talking about
qualified ducks of color, laskyou:
Has Daffy Duck ever so much as
set foot inside the Magic King
dom? And you wary about pi
rates chasing women!"
Well, 1 dcn't know when and if
all of this 'political-correcmess
hype' willeverend. lean only see
it progressively getting worse. I
have to wonder what will go next
from Disneyland, or what the next
'pixq^er' teim will be for some
thing, or who will be offended by a
meaningless action. I worry about
the future of our society.

(
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Measure b MaKes
Sense
By Michael Newvine
Chronicle Staff Writer

It would not be surprising to
most of you if I said that San Ber
nardino faces serious public safety
problems. The FBI recently listed
San Bnnardino as having thehigh
est felony crime rate in California,
and the sixth highest in the nation.
But the truth of the matter is that
the crime rate has fallen a great
deal in the past three years, with
the crime rate in 1996 down 12
percent from the previous year.
This decrease is due in large part
to the addition of 65 police officers
by way of a$64 a year property tax
and several fedml grants. That
may sound good, but the property
tax will end in June and ^e grant
money will also run out As a
result, the police department is in
je<^)ardy of losing the same 65
officers who helped the crime rate
to fall.
Furthermore, af^ studying the
city's p(^ulati(Hi, housing, eco
nomic and crime trends, the city's
police chief, Lee Dean, has con
cluded that the only way to truly
put San Bernardino in the crime
Invention business is to add more
police officers.
As the goal is to decrease crime
by 25 percent by the year2000, we
need to add 42 police offico^ over

Valentine Classifieds
Only $2 puts your "15
words or less" love note in
the Valentine issue of The
CSUSB Chronicle. Deliver
your ad with $2 (cash or
check) in a sealed envelope
to the Ad Mgr of the
Chronicle at UH-037 by 2/5
Just slip it under the door.

the next five years. A new measure
(Measure S) will not <mly add these
much needed police officers, but
will prevent the aforementioned
65 officers froih being laid off.
Unfortunately, that is not where
San Bernardino's public safety
problem ends. The San Bernar
dino Fire Department has silently
become a problem as well. Much
of theequipmentbeing used by the
fire department is too old. For
example, 15 out of its 22 fire en
gines are outdated by modem fue
fighting standards. Adding to the
fire department's woes is the con
cern of hazardous materials spills
almg the 215 Interstate and at the
new SantaFe Intennodel Rail Yard.
This concern arises because the
fire department currently lacks a
hazardous materials vehicle.
Fire Chief DanDickerson is conc^ed because there is no current
budget for either the needed equip
ment or staffing at the propos^
fire stations in the Verdemont and
San Bernardino Airpoit areas.
How much will Measure S cost?
For 1997 the entire cost of the
program would be $101.75 pCTcitizen. That's $8.48 per mcxith. By
the year 2002, the cost will inaeaseto$183.75pCTyearcH'$15.31
per month. Some consider this to
be a lot of money, but as Dean
stated, "Meaure S is a prudent in
vestment to the well-being of San
Bernardino's future." I tend to
agree that Measure S makes sense.
As the economy and popula
tion of San Bonardino grow, weas
citizens need to ensure the safety
of our businesses and loved ones.

The Chronicle wel
comes your letters to
the editor or opinion
pieces. Keep all let
ters under 400
words, and be sure
to include name, ad
dress and phone
number. Bring let
ters or opinions to
the Chronicle office,
in UH37, orcallextension 3940.

It's All Good
By Stephen Ludlngton

rrSALLG(X)D?!" Perhaps this
could be equated to a scene in the
movie "Hamburger Hill," where a
"It's all good." I'm sure most soldio* says, "It don't mean nothyoung people have heard or used mg.
Human life and the quality thereof
this saying but I'm still not sure
whatitmeans. I'mmiffed. Surely mean something. There has to be
(xie can't compare a terrible trag some kind of measuring stick for
edy tothe woik of MotherTheresa. what's good and what's right. I
Is thissome excuse to do whatever find the Bible is a good ruler. So
Mie desires because "if s all good?" are most American laws.
I'm not insinuating that I'm per
Jesus said to count everything a
blessing, but by most accounts, fect, only forgiven. I would hope
according to Chuck Henry and that the people I have mistreat^
Wendy Tokuda, the wwld is fall would forgive me just as I forgive
ing apan. One can't ctxnpare the others. If everyone was as con
success stcuy of a b^ter^ wife- cerned about his neighbor's qual
tumed-politician to the senseless ity of life as he was about his own,
killing of Ennis Cosby. Whwe there would be much more cause
doesitsic^? "WHADDYAMEAN U) say, "It's all good."
Copy editor

When Is Campus Going To Fix
Those Annoying Glitches?
By Christina OIney
Managing EcStor

When I'm spending time on this
campus there is one question that I
constantly ask myself, "When are
they going to fix that (fill in the
blank)?" It seems that I encounter
at least oie partially malfunction
ing or C(xnpletely broken obgect
every day.
Today alone, I have encountered
five broken or malfunctioning
machines, and I haven't even left
University Hall. I encountered
]xoblem number one in the lower
level of UH. The plastic sign next
to the button tosummon the eleva
tor is partially broken off so that
every time you press the button it
a>mes loose a little bit more.
Speaking of elev^rs, when are
they going to fix the lighted floor
indicator panels in the UH elevators'! This is my fourth year here
and I can't remember Aem ever
wcsking. I can't count the times
over the years that I or soneone
else got off on the wrong floor
because there is no way of know
ing what fioOT you're on until the
dOOTSopra.

As I got off the elevator on the Hall, but I do know of two other
second floor (this time it was the majtH'malfunctions in otherplaces
floor I intended) I turned right to on thiscampus. Both of them have
use the pay phone. This is where I to do with eleviuors. Theelevators
ran into (xoblon number three. in the old part of the library need to
The pay phone on the second floor be servic^. A'i of them run very
has a strange quiric. Any time you slow. The ir M elevators on the
drop in a coin, you have to pu^ it first floor also get stuck from time
in with a penny (hold on to the to time. Two of my friends have
penny or ttereare other {xoblems) been stuck between floors and had
so that your coin will drop all the to wait for someone to get the
way. Ifyou don't do the trick with machines wcxking so they could
the penny you'll lose your money get free.
The elevator in the Biological
and not be able to make a call. The
next perstm who inserts a coin will Science building is just as bad.
get extra money put on his or her Unless I have a large load of books,
call balance, howevo*.
it is fasto^ to take the stairs than to
After my phone conversation, I wait for the elevator to get you to
went to get a soda in the second your desired floor. I have also
floor lounge. Problems number gotten stuck in this elevator. Un
four and five areboth in the lounge. like my friends, I just had to wait a
The Cdce machine doesn't take few minutes and then the elevator
change anymcMe because the slot decided tostart bacJc upon itsown.
is broken. It also very rarely takes I've only used it once since then,
dollarbills. Todayitwouldn'ttake and it groaned and strained every
my dollar. Being extimely thirsty, step of the way.
I decided to try my luck with the
I'd like 10 l^w who's respon
Fruitq)ia machine. This machine sible for getting these various things
also rejected my perfectly straight fixed and why they're still brdcen
and crisp dollar HU. I settled fM* a or quirky. I'd l^e to come to
campus one day, and not have to
bottle of water.
Being a conmunications major, a^ myself, "Why haven't they
I spend most of time in University fixed (fill in the blank)?"
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Super Bowl 31: Power vs. Parity
By Matt Hanneman
fecial to the Chronicle
What, no San Francisco?! No
Dallas?! No Buffalo?! No Den
ver?!
Where do these cheese-beads
and hamburger patties get off
rudely intruding on everybody
else's party?
Ibere will be no Emmitt Smith
and no Thuiman Thomas. In their
place are a new pair of runners
intent on carving out their niche in
Super Bowllore. I proudly present
for your approval-Dorsey livens?
Cu^Ma^?
Granted, Martin had a good sea
son a year ago, but this season has
produced diminished yards as well
as membership on a team you as
sociate with clam chowder. This
could lead the untrained eye to
believe these names belonged to
the fans (fanatics) without shirts
on at the frozen tundra—a.k.a.
Lambeau Held).
Starting receiver for the New
England (by the way, is thsd.a city,
state^of area?) Patriots is Vincent
Brisby. Oh, forget it You've
already forgotten his name by now.
Anyway, concerning traditiongood riddance. Change is good.

and this means having fresh meat
among the elite. Some say NBC
will go berserk, not having the
axJcy, camera-starved, "has been"
Dallas Cowboys. Themedia,however, will have its hands full.
NBC will probably be delighted,
what with a NEW England fan
base, and ratings will skyrocket
because of the fresh lool^ since
everyone is tired of seeing the same,
mundane, media-hyped 'supperbowl.' Look at it this way. The last
umpteen contests have b^n brothy
(looks O.K., but nothing substan
tial inside- shallow).
Now lo<^ at this one. (Tiicken
and beef. Brett Favre, last year's
MVP and present-day icon, and
the New England Patriots, a club
which made a mockery of predic
tions and football pools. We all
love an underdog.
Halftime is reserved for parades,
although it ought to be seen at the
Tournament of Roses. Instead,
have intermission that include
awards (MVP and Coach of the
Year) along with the usual colwful
announcer evaluation of the game
at hand. Give the fans what they
came to see. FOOTBALL.
As far as my predictions for the
Super Bowl (shouldn't that have

some major corporation's name on
it by now-ex. Nokia Sugar Bowl),
the Pats will make it an arduous
affair yet will succumb in the final
quarter, thanks in large part to
Farve's heroics. Die country boy
will resemble himself three years
ago, trying to appeal to his
homest^e audience by attempting
to "thread the needle" repeatedly,
but will settle down to lead the
pack to a 10- point vicKxy.
This close game may have the
otiwd thinking parity, but the AFC
wcHi't have a feasible chance until'
Denver can beat Jacksonville at
home.
The last member of the AFC to
establish its dcnninance was the
silver and black back in '83 when
they beat the refs and their oppo
nent 38-9, something they haven'ti
done well for seven years, seem
ingly condemned to 12-4 talent
with 4-12 discipline.
Parity is alive and well in the
AFC but not the NFL. Until J^FL
commissioner Paul Tagliabue and
othm decide tostt^ trying toplease
everybody, thePatriots and friends
will end the year in frustration by
saying once again, "Diere's al
ways next year."

Awesome Wheelchair
Sports Awareness
By Cheri Dixon
Chronicle Staff Writer
Wheelchair teimis champion and
all-around athlete Jim Black vis
ited CSUSB on Wednesday, Janu
ary 22, and gave a presentation of
awesome sports available to the
wheelchair participant.
Black ^owed video clips of
team competiti(» sports, such as
basketball, soccer, and football, as
well as rugged individual sports
such as snow skiing, jetslding,
waierskiing, bike racing, off-road
riding and bungee jumping.
Originally frcnn the Long Beach
area. Blade, his wife and their two
children currently live in Carlsbad.
Black, the youngest of five boys.

came from afamily of active qxxtsmen, who regularly took ski vaca
tions together. When he was in an
accident at the age of 20 and be
came a paraplegic, Black was ini
tially unawareof thespecial equip
ment available for the wheelchairbound person. He remembers how
hard it was for him at first "to be
out in public in a klunker wheel
chair" and how self-conscious he
felt.
The smiling, confident Jim
Black of today has overcome die
obstacle of woirying about how
the public views him. He has also
found special equipment that is
now available to dlow wheelchair
persons to go the limit in sports.
Even before presentation began.

Black found himself fielding ques
tions from an eager audience of
^proximately 30 people. One
w(xnan asked if his presentation
was only on wheelchair equijxnent.
"I'm going to touch a little on that,
and a little on the health-care in
dustry, butmore on lifestyle," said
Black. "1 want to show you a pot
pourri of wheelchair activities."
Anoth^ woman confided that
she wanted to help others, particulariy children, who wo'e physi
cally disabled. "Absolutely,you've
ccrnie to the right place," Black
responded. Hementioned that 50%
of those in wheelchairs are chil
dren. He stated that our missicm is
to educate others as to what's availPlease set AwarenesSy page 19...
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Please check the
next issue of the Coy
ote Chronicle for
previews of Women's
Softball and Men's
Baseball. Also mark
your calendars, be
cause
CSUSB's
Homecoming is
coming up February
15,1997.

1050 W. Kendall Ave.
Suite B
San Bernardino
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Jim Black, Wheelchair tennis champion, gave a presentation to CSUSB students on
wheelchair sports and specialized equipment onWednesday, January 22.
Awareness...c<mt. from page 18
able in order to allow a person to
Jceep a normal lifestyle. "Be a
resource for pec^le," he urged the
audience.
Blade began the jn^ntation by
showing a video segment which
demonstrated the attitudes dis
played by pee^le not in wheelcht^, which are often patronizing
and not understanding of the real
issues faced by the physically dis
abled.
The video was followed by the
first sports clip, which featured
mono snow skiing. Big Bear, as
well as Durango, Colorado, have
ski programs available, including
>the mono ski equiixnent and in
struction in the specialtechniques
involved for riding and dismount

ing from the chair as well as other
things you need to know about
monosUing. The ski programcan
be tailored to woric with a lowlevel paraplegic or even with a
quadriplegic person.
Some people think that whra a
person gets hurt or disabled, your
life is basically over. That's not
true. In fact. Black feels that he
skis better today than he ever did as
a young man with full use of his
legs. As Marie Wellman expressed
it in the "No Barriers" film, "Just
because my legs d<Hi' t work doesn't
make me any less of an athlete. 1
can ski, I can kayak, I can rock
climb-just like anyone else."
Use of adaptive equipment lev
els the playing field so t^t athletes
can still compete in their ftxiner

sports of interest Others, such as
Sarah Will, have another motivati(Xi. She feels that mono skiing
gives a freedom that you can't al
ways get in a wheelchair.
The mono rid lodes like such
fiin, with its low center of gravity,
that many people ask where they
can get one to use, not even realiz
ing the ski^ they are asking is
disabled.
There are other locations whoe
ad^tive programs exist San Di
ego has a water program Uiat in
cludes jetskiing and waterskiing.
"The big push now, if you're in
a wheelchair, is to stay healthy,"
Black acknowledges. Because
wheelchairs are now so tedinologically advanced diuu they will
turn on adime and do a lot of things

FREE
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for the occupant, the obvious draw
back is not getting enough exer
cise so the perscxi's general health
doesn't decline.
It can be a substantial invest
ment to purchase special equip
ment just for exercising. The
wheelchair bike, fcx instance, re
tails for $1400.
Although Black works full-time
as a sales representative fw a ma
jor wheelchair manufacturer,

Quikie Designs, his fMtxnotion of
the equipment was low-key.
Black's concmi for others, and joy
in his pursuit of sports, was evident
throughout the presentation.
Awesone Wheelchair Sports
Awareness was sponsored bythe
UNI PHI Club and theServices to
Students with Disabilities Office.
Ibe Chronicle is in need of sports
writo^—If you interested, call
Mfensitm 3940.
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